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Why eTISC?

National TISCs in Africa

National TISCs in Central Asia

WIPO

National TISCs in South America

National TISCs in Asia & Pacific
It’s about networking!
eTISC: The frontpage
Welcome to eTISC - The Social Media Tool of the Technology and Innovation Support Centers

"We developed the eTISC to empower you by offering an online collaborative platform that will bring people together and facilitate interactions, feedback and new learning opportunities. The eTISC gives you advanced social media tools to share, inspire and learn."

Yo Takagi, Assistant Director General, Global Infrastructure, November 2012

Find your Local Technology and Innovation Support Center

View The Global TISC network in a larger map

Ask the Expert

Monthly Ask the Expert chats give the opportunity to meet highly experienced professionals and receive a qualified answer on a broad range of topics.

Chat archive - Архив чата - Chat archivo
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Welcome to eTISC - Centers

"We developed the eTISC tool to bring people together. eTISC gives you advanced..."
The TISC global map
Search eTISC
Events calendar
Past events
Event example

ASEAN-WIPO Regional Technology and Innovation Support “Patent Libraries” Project

Event Details:
- Time: September 4, 2013 to September 6, 2013
- Location: Manila, Philippines
- Street: Epifanio de los Santos Avenue
- Makati City 1223, Philippines
- City/Town: Makati City 1223, Philippines
- Website or Map: [http://goo.gl/maps/uUd3L](http://goo.gl/maps/uUd3L)
- Event Type: asean-wipo, regional, meeting
- Organized By: ASEAN & WIPO
- Latest Activity: Sea S
- Export to Outlook or iCal (.ics)
- 4 members like this
- Share to Twitter

Event Description:
The objectives of the Meeting are to discuss and to plan the establishment of a Regional network of "patent libraries" with the aim of increasing access to global scientific and technological information in ASEAN member states.

General information for participants:

Program:

Presentations:
Add an event
Street

City/Town

Website or Map
http://
Add the web address for the venue or link to a Google Map

Phone

Organized By
Test User
If you want the host to be someone other than you

Add Event  Cancel
Add an event – Step 2

Test

Event Description

Test
eTISC Forum
Resources
Access to Specialized Patent Information (ASPI)
Access to Research for Development & Innovation (ARDI)
WIPO’s Patent Landscape Reports
WIPO Patent Information Services (WPIS)
Research4Life (R4L)

Photos
+ Add Photos

Tips & Tricks on Patent Search
Remember our last Webinar on PATENTSCOPE in December 2012? The PowerPoint Presentation is now available online for viewing and download at:
Started by Tomasz Lharewski in Tips & Tricks on Patent Search

Patent families
What are patent families? Patent families can be defined as “a collection of published patent documents relating to the same invention, or…
Started by Alex Riechel in Tips & Tricks on Patent Search

Categories
Read me first, Content and Contributions
Information to all users
2
Mar 4
Publishing Guidelines for eTISC Members by Monika Zikova

Patent Resources
Patent databases, tools and more
11
Sep 10
Moroccan TISC activities by BOUKHAROUAA Nour-Eddine

Tips & Tricks on Patent Search
How to use PATENTSCOPE and other patent databases
4
Jul 8
Reply by Alex Riechel

eTISC Support and Community
Looking for help? Want to help others? eTISC Users Community
5
Sep 12
TISC Project Documents by Monika Zikova

Help us to improve eTISC
Your ideas for us to develop an even better eTISC
1
Sep 9
Reply by Maria Conception S. Zabala

Uncategorized
Various discussions
0

Follow – Email me when there are new discussions
eTISC Groups
Add a Group

Group Information

Name

Image

Description

Privacy Settings

What can non-members see?
- Everything (public)
- Group Information only (private)

Features

Choose your group's features:
- Comments
- Discussion Forum
- Text Box
- RSS Reader

Members

- Approve all new members

Who can join this group?
- Anyone
- Only invited members

Messages

- Allow members to send messages to the entire group

Group Address
/group/
Set the URL of your group

Website

http://
If your group has another website, add it here

Location

If your group is based somewhere, add your town or city

Language

English (U.S.)
Set your group's interface to a different language
eTISC News Blog
Growing Demand for IP Rights: The European Example

1/3 of European jobs rely on IP-intensive industries, said recent report published by the EPO and OHIM. The paper titled Intellectual Property Rights intensive industries: contribution to economic performance and employment in Europe, reported that some 77 million jobs come from industries that have a higher than average use of IP...

EPO Launched Russian-English Machine Translation for Patents

The European Patent Office (EPO) has added Russian to its free machine translation service, Patent Translate. Meeting in Geneva yesterday, the heads of the Federal Service for Intellectual Property of the Russian Federation (Rospatent), the European Patent Office (EPO)...

WIPO Adds China Patent Collection to Online Database

WIPO has added China's national patent collection to the searchable PATENTSCOPE database, pushing the service past the 30 million record mark and increasing it to 34 national and regional patent collections. For further details, please check...

Add by Monika Zikova on October 1, 2013 at 12:30pm — No Comments

Add by Monika Zikova on September 27, 2013 at 4:00pm — No Comments

Add by Monika Zikova on September 26, 2013 at 4:26pm — No Comments

Add by Monika Zikova on September 25, 2013 at 4:26pm — No Comments
Your text here.
The full study analyzed patents, trademarks, designs and geographical indications. Reported figures clearly show that the benefit of patents and other IP rights is not just economic theory but business reality.

The study is the first of its kind to measure the impact of IP rights on the European economy. Among other factors, it considers GDP, employment, wages and trade, and finds that about half of all EU industries are IPR-intensive.
eTISC Webinars & Videos
You can add up to 30 videos at a time, and each video may be up to 100MB in size. We support videos in the .mov, .mp4, .mpg, .avi, .wmv, .3gp, and .3g2 file formats. You can also try the simple uploader.

Add videos from YouTube, Hulu or Vimeo:

<YouTube> <Hulu> <Vimeo>...

...or embed videos from other services

Add videos by phone or email:

Send videos to:
0s1v6y4oyl2332126106@eti...
Can we ask you a favor?
There is only one rule: when posting please use the font “Verdana” at size 10
eTISC Icons

- **Link**: Click to add a link to your post
- **Picture**: Add a picture
- **Video**: Add a video
- **Text**: Add plain text
- **Document**: Attach a document
Any questions, comments, please post them on eTISC or write us an email:
etisc.support@wipo.int
And now, it’s time for questions!